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Abstract: The aim of this paper is to determine the definable (crisp or exact) sub graphs in a graph G 
(V,E) without make any table. So we introduced new types of measures of approximation to get a 
higher (maximal) accuracy to determination the sub graph H of a graph G. Finally we show the relation 
among these types and other types of approximations and we study some of their basic properties. In 
this paper, without make any table but only by see on any graph we can signalize which sub graphs are 
definable. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 
 A graph G is an ordered pair of disjoint sets (V, E) where V is nonempty and E is a subset of unordered 
pairs of V. The vertices and edges of a graph G are the elements of V=V(G) and E=E(G) respectively. We say 
that a graph G is finite (resp. infinite) if the set V(G) is finite (resp. infinite).The degree of a vertex uV(G) is 
the number of edges containing u . If there is no edge in a graph G contains a vertex u, then u is called an 
isolated point, and so the degree of u is zero. (R.J. Wilson, 1996) 
 An edge which has the same vertex to ends is called a loop, and the edge with distinct ends is called a link. 
(R. Diestel, 2005) 
 A graph is simple if it has no loop and no two of it is links join the same pair of vertices. A graph which has 
no edge is called a null graph. A graph which has no vertices is called an empty graph. (R. Diestel, 2005; R.J. 
Wilson, 1996). 
 In many applications, it is necessary to associate with each edge of a graph an orientation or direction. In 
some situations, the orientation of the edges is a "true” orientation in the sense that the system represented by 
the graph exhibits some unilateral property. For example, the directions of the one–way streets of a city and the 
orientations representing the unilateral property of a communication network are true orientations of the 
physical systems. In other situations, the orientations used are a "pseudo"–orientation, used in lieu of an 
elaborate reference system. For example, in electrical network theory the edges of a graph are assigned arbitrary 
orientations to represent the references of the branch currents and voltages. 
 The study of directed graphs arises from making the roads into one-way streets. 
 Definition 1.1: (R. Diestel, 2005; R.J. Wilson, 1996) 
 If G(V,E) is a directed graph and u, v V, then: 
1. u is invertex of v if uv E(G).  
2. u is out vertex of v if vu E(G). 
3. The indegree of a vertex v is the number of vertices u such that uv E(G).  
4. The outdegree of vertex v is the number of vertices u such that vu E(G). 
Note: In this paper the word graph means direct simple graph. 
 We will define three measures to describe inexactness of approximations. The first one is called the 
accuracy of approximation of a sub graph H of a graph G(V,E) by lower and upper approximation is define as;  
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 The second measure is called semi- accuracy measure of approximation of a sub graph H of a graph G(V,E) 
which is defined as; 
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 The third measure is called pre- accuracy measure of approximation of a sub graph H of a graph G(V,E) 
which is defined as; 
 

µP(V(H))
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 Some examples to explain these concepts are studied. So we show that; µ(V(H))  µS(V(H))  µP(V(H)). 
 
Accuracy of Approximation: 
 In this section we will define lower and upper approximation of a sub graph H of a graph G(V,E). Some 
properties of these concepts are studied. So we will define and explain the accuracy of approximation of a sub 
graph H.  
 
Table 1: 

V(H) L(V(H)) U(V(H)) 
{a}  {a, c} 
{b}  {a, b, c} 
{c}  {c, g} 
{d}  {c, d} 
{g}  {a, d, g} 
{a, b}  {a, b, c} 
{a, c} {a} {a, c, g} 
{a, d}  {a, c, d} 
{a, g}  {a, c, d, g} 
{b, c}  {a, b, c, g} 
{b, d}  {a, b, c, d} 
{b, g}  V (G) 
{c, d} {d} {c, d, g} 
{c, g} {c} {a, c, d, g} 
{d, g}  {a, c, d, g} 
{a, b, c} {a, b} {a, b, c, g} 
{a, b, d}  {a, b, c, d} 
{a, b, g}  V (G) 
{a, c, d} {a, d} {a, c, d, g} 
{a, c, g} {a, c} {a, c, d, g} 
{a, d, g} {g} {a, c, d, g} 
{b, c, d} {d} V (G) 
{b, c, g } {c} V (G) 
{b, d, g}  V (G) 
{c, d, g} {c, d } {a, c, d, g} 
{a, b, c, d} {a, b, d} V (G) 
{a, b, c, g} {a, b, c} V (G) 
{a, b, d, g} {g} V (G) 
{a, c, d, g} {a, c, d, g} {a, c, d, g} 
{b, c, d, g} {c, d} V (G) 
V (G) V (G) V (G) 

  
 
Definition 2.1: Let G(V,E) be a graph, vV(G).Then we define the neighborhood of v as follows, N(v)= 
{v}{uV(G): vu  E(G)}. 
 Definition 2.2: Let G(V,E) be a graph, H is a sub graph of G. Then we define:  
1. the lower approximation operation as follows:  

L: P(V(G))            P(V(G)) such that,  
L(V(H)) = {vV(H): N(v)  V(H)}. 

2.  the upper approximation operation as follows:  
 U: P(V(G))          P(V(G)) such that, 
U(V(H))= {N(v): vV(H)}. 

 We will explain these definitions in the following examples. 
 Example 2.3: Consider the following graph a b  
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 Then, V(G)= {a,b,c,d,g} and N(a)= {a, c}, N{b}= {a,b,c}, N(c)= {c,g}, N(d)= {c,d} and N(g)= {a,d,g}. the 
following table shows the lower and the upper approximation of any sub graph H of a graph G. 
  
Remark 2.4: Let G(V, E) be a graph, H is a sub graph of G. Then: 
1. L(V(H)) V(H)  U(V(H)). 
2. L(V(G))= V(G)= U(V(G)).  
3. If K is the empty graph, graph with no vertices, then L(K)=  = U(K). 
Proposition 2.5: Let G(V, E) be a graph, H is a sub graph of G and v is a vertex in V(G). Then:  
1. If v with out degree zero, then v U(V(H)), (resp. v L(V(H)) ), if and only if v V(H).  
2. L({v})= U({v})= {v} if and only if v with out degree zero.  
3. If v is an isolated vertex then L({v})= {v}= U({v}).  
4. L ({v})=  if and only if v with positive out degree.  
5.  U(V(H))= V(G) if and only if for any vertex v V(G)-V(H), there exist a vertex u V(H) such that uv  
E(G). 
Proposition 2.6: Let G(V, E) be a graph, H and K are two sub graphs of a graph G. Then:  
1. If V(H)  V(K) then, L(V(H))  L(V(K)) and U(V(H))  U(V(K)). 
2. L(V(H)) L(V(K))  L(V(H)  V(K)).  
3. L(V(H)  V(K)) = L(V(H))  L(V(K)). 
4. U(V(H) V(K)) = U(V(H))  U(V(K)).  
5. U(V(H)  V(K))  U(V(H))  U(V(K)). 
Remark 2.7: Let G(V, E) be a graph, H and K are two sub graphs of a graph G. Then:  
1. L(V(H)  V(K)) need not be subset of L(V(H))  L(V(K)), see Example 2.3, take V(H)= {a, b} and V(K)= 
{c}. 
2. U(V(H))  U(V(K)) need not be subset of U(V(H)  V(K)), see Example 2.3, take V(H)= {a, d} and 
V(K)= {a, g}. 
Proposition 2.8: Let G(V, E) be a graph, H is a sub graph of G. Then: 
L(L(V(H)))  L(V(H))  U(L(V(H))) 
  V(H) 
  L(U(V(H)))  U(V(H))  U(U(V(H))). 
Proof: we will prove that U(L(V(H)))  V(H)  L(U(V(H))). 

Let x U(L(V(H))). Implies, there exist v L(V(H)) such that vx E(G). Therefore, x N(v)  V(H). 
Now, Since x V(H) then N(x)  U(V(H)). Implies, x  L(U(V(H))). 

Remark 2.9: From discussion Example 2.3, we can see some perception, as follows:  
1. L(-V(H)) need not be equal -U(V(H)), take V(H)= {a}. 
2. U(-V(H)) need not be equal -L(V(H)), take V(H)= {a, b}. 
3. U(U(V(H))) need not be subset of U(V(H)), take V(H)= {a}. 
4. U(V(H)) need not be subset of L(U(V(H))), take V(H)= {a, c}. 
5. L(U(V(H))) need not be subset of V(H), take V(H)= {b}. 
6. V(H) need not be subset of U(L(V(H))), take V(H)= {a}. 
7. U(L(V(H))) need not be subset of L(V(H)), take V(H)= {a, c}. 
8. L(V(H)) need not be subset of L(L(V(H))), take V(H)= {a, c}. 
Proposition 2.10: Let G(V, E) be a graph, H is a sub graph of G. Then  
1. L(U(L(V(H))))= L(V(H)).  2. U(L(U(V(H))))= U(V(H)). 
Proof: 
1. Necessity, let x L(V(H)), implies N(x) U(L(V(H))). So x L(U(L(V(H)))). 
Sufficiency, from Proposition 2.8, we get U(L(V(H)))  V(H). Implies, L(U(L(V(H))))  L(V(H)). 
 Therefore, L(U(L(V(H))))= L(V(H)). 
2.  Necessity, form Proposition 2.8, we get U(L(V(H)))  V(H). Implies, 
 U(L(U(V(H))))  U(V(H)).  
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Sufficiency, form Proposition 2.8, we get V(H) L(U(V(H))). Implies, U(V(H))  U(L(U(V(H)))). Therefore, 
U(L(U(V(H))))= U(V(H)). 
 Now we will define the accuracy measure of approximation of a sub graph H of a graph G(V, E). 
Definition 2.11: Let G(V,E) be a graph H is a sub graph of G. An accuracy measure of approximation of H is 
defined as;  

))((

))((
))((

HVU

HVL
HV  , where .  denoted the cardinality of the set and U(V(H))   such that 0 µ(V(H)) 

 1. If µ(V(H))=1 then H is definable (crisp or exact) sub graph in G(V,E). If 0  µ(V(H))  1, then H is 
indefinable (inexact) sub graph in G(V, E). And if µ(V(H))= 0, then we say that H has no information.  
 We will put µ() = 0, where  is the empty sub graph (graph with no vertices) of a graph G(V, E).  
 We will explain this definition by the following example.  
Example 2.12: Consider the graph G(V, E) in Example 2.3.We will using Table 1, to find the accuracy measure 
of approximation of any sub graph H of a graph G(V, E), as the following table shows:  
 
Table 2: 

V (H) µ (V(H)) 
{a} 0 
{b} 0 
{c} 0 
{d} 0 
{g} 0 

{a, b} 0 
{a, c} 1/3 
{a, d} 0 
{a, g} 0 
{b, c} 0 
{b, d} 0 
{b, g} 0 
{c, d} 1/3 
{c, g} 1/4 
{d, g} 0 

{a, b, c} 1/2 
{a, b, d} 0 
{a, b, g} 0 
{a, c, d} 1/2 
{a, c, g} 1/2 
{a, d, g} 1/4 
{b, c, d} 1/5 
{b, c, g} 1/5 
{b, d, g} 0 
{c, d, g} 1/2 

{a, b, c, d} 3/5 
{a, b, c, g} 3/5 
{a, b, d, g} 1/5 
{a, c, d, g} 1 
{b, c, d, g} 2/5 

V (G) 1 
 0 

 
Remark 2.13: Let G(V, E) be a graph with non empty set of vertices then µ(V(G))= 1. 
Theorem 2.14: Let G(V, E) be a graph. If v is a vertex in V(G) with in degree zero, then µ(V(G) -{v})= 1.  
Corollary 2.15: Let G(V, E) be a graph, Z is a subset of V(G) containing all vertices with in degree zero, then 
µ(V(G) - Z)= 1. 
Corollary 2.16: Let G(V, E) be a graph, v is a vertex in V(G) with in degree zero. If, there is a vertex u with one 
indegree, such that vu  E(G), then µ(V(G) - {v, u})= 1.  
Theorem 2.17: Let G(V, E) be a graph, H is a sub graph of G. The following statements are equivalent: 
1. For every vertex vV(H) and any edge vu  E(G) implies u V(H). 
2. L(V(H)) =V(H)= U(V(H)). 
3. µ(V(H))= 1. 
 Now, without make any table but only by see on any graph we can signalize which sub graphs are 
definable. 
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Table 3: Now, we will using Table 3 to find µs(V(H)) and µp(V(H)) for any sub graph H of a graph G. 
V(H) L(V(H)) U(V(H)) U(L(V(H)) L(U(V(H)) 

{a}  {a,c}  {a} 
{b}  {a,b,c}  {a,b} 
{c}  {c,g}  {c} 
{d}  {c,d}  {d} 
{g}  {a,d,g}  {g} 

{a,b}  {a,b,c}  {a,b} 
{a,c} {a} {a,c,g} {a,c} {a,c} 
{a,d}  {a,c,d}  {a,d} 
{a,g}  {a,c,d,g}  {a,c,d,g} 
{b,c}  {a,b,c,g}  {a,b,c} 
{b,d}  {a,b,c,d}  {a,b,d} 
{b,g}  V(G)  V(G) 
{c,d} {d} {c,d,g} {c,d} {c,d} 
{c,g} {c} {a,c,d,g} {c,g} {a,c,d,g} 
{d,g}  {a,c,d,g}  {a,c,d,g} 

{a,b,c} {a,b} {a,b,c,g} {a,b,c} {a,b,c} 
{a,b,d}  {a,b,c,d}  {a,b,d} 
{a,b,g}  V(G)  V(G) 
{a,c,d} {a,d} {a,c,d,g} {a,c,d} {a,c,d,g} 
{a,c,g} {a,c} {a,c,d,g} {a,c,g} {a,c,d,g} 
{a,d,g} {g} {a,c,d,g} {a,d,g} {a,c,d,g} 
{b,c,d} {d} V(G) {c,d} V(G) 
{b,c,g } {c} V(G) {c,g} V(G) 
{b,d,g}  V(G)  V(G) 
{c,d,g} {c,d} {a,c,d,g} {c,d,g} {a,c,d,g} 

{a,b,c,d} {a,b,d} V(G) {a,b,c,d} V(G) 
{a,b,c,g} {a,b,c} V(G) {a,b,c,g} V(G) 
{a,b,d,g} {g} V(G) {a,d,g} V(G) 
{a,c,d,g} {a,c,d,g} {a,c,d,g} {a,c,d,g} {a,c,d,g} 
{b,c,d,g} {c,d} V(G) {c,d,g} V(G) 

V(G) V(G) V(G) V(G) V(G) 
    

 
Table 4: 

V(H) µV(H) µs(V(H)) µp(V(H)) 
{a} 0 0 1//2 
{b} 0 0 2/3 
{c} 0 0 1/2 
{d} 0 0 1/2 
{g} 0 0 1/3 
{a,b} 0 0 2/3 
{a,c} 1/3 2/3 2/3 
{a,d} 0 0 2/3 
{a,g} 0 0 1 
{b,c} 0 0 3/4 
{b,d} 0 0 3/4 
{b,g} 0 0 1 
{c,d} 1/3 2/3 2/3 
{c,g} 1/4 1/2 1 
{d,g} 0 0 1 
{a,b,c} 1/2 3/4 3/4 
{a,b,d} 0 0 3/4 
{a,b,g} 0 0 1 
{a,c,d} 1/2 3/4 1 
{a,c,g} 1/2 3/4 1 
{a,d,g} 1/4 3/4 1 
{b,c,d} 1/5 2/5 1 
{b,c,g} 1/5 2/5 1 
{b,d,g} 0 0 1 
{c,d,g} 1/2 3/4 1 
{a,b,c,d} 3/5 4/5 1 
{a,b,c,g} 3/5 4/5 1 
{a,b,d,g} 1/5 3/5 1 
{a,c,d,g} 1 1 1 
{b,c,d,g} 2/5 3/5 1 
V (G) 1 1 1 
 0 0 0 
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Semi–and Pre–accuracy: 
 In this section we will introduce new types of accuracy of approximation, the first one is called semi– 
accuracy and the second type called pre– accuracy. Some properties of these types are studied and some 
examples to explain these concepts. The relations among these types and Accuracy of Section 2 are studied also.  
Definition 3.1: Let G(V,E) be a graph, H is a sub graph of G. Semi– accuracy (resp. Pre– accuracy) measure of 
approximation of H is defined as;  
 
 µs(V(H)) =                    (resp. µp(V(H)) = ) 
 
 
 
 Where |.| denoted the cardinality of the set and U(V(H)) Ø. For every i(s, p), then 0≤ µi(V(H)) ≤ 1. If 
µi(V(H)) = 1, then H is i- definable (i– crisp or i– exact) sub graph in G(V,E). If 0< µi(V(H)) < 1, then H is i– 
indefinable sub graph in G(V,E). And if µi(V(H)) = 0, then we say that H has no information.  
 We put µi() = 0, where  is the empty sub graph (graph with no vertices) of a graph G(V,E). 
 We will explain this definition by the following example.  
Example 3.2: Consider the graph G(V,E) of Example 3.2. We will using Table 1 to find U(L(V(H))) and 
L(U(V(H)) for any sub graph H of a graph G. 
 
Proposition 3.3:  
 Let G(V,E) be a graph , H is a sub graph of G. Then, µ(V(H)) ≤ µs(V(H))≤ µp(V(H)). Proof: From 
Proposition 2.8 we get, L(V(H)) U(L(V(H))) L(U(V(H))). The proof is over. 
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